
CORPORATE
SUSTAINABILITY
REPORTING 

Drive Transparency in Sustainability 

Disclosures

ENABLING BUSINESSES. ENHANCING LIVES 



A sustainability report details the economic, environmental and social 

impact of an organisation’s everyday activities. It allows companies to 

communicate their sustainability performance through the established 

triple bottom line concept of profit, people and planet.

A robust reporting process is integral to ensure the credibility of the 

end product presented to stakeholders. Our service allows you to 

identify rooms for improvement in your approach, and to effectively 

monitor and communicate performance on a continual basis. This 

drives greater transparency and accountability in your reporting. 

SIRIM QAS can help you strengthen your internal reporting 

management system, reducing the risk in data reporting and 

concurrently increase data value. We provide assurance that 

reporting methods align with any reputable national guidelines and/or 

Global Reporting Initiatives (GRI) Standards, widely considered as 

the international standard to sustainability reporting. 

Towards High-Quality Reporting – Corporate Sustainability Reporting

Ensure the integrity of your reporting process and secure the trust of relevant 

stakeholders. Sustainability reporting has become a norm in business as it assures that 

companies are accountable for the impact of their business activities. SIRIM QAS can 

help ensure that your reporting framework complies with international standards and/or 

reputable national guidelines enhancing the credibility of your disclosures.



SIRIM QAS is an internationally recognised Conformity Assessment 

Body with years of experience in providing testing, inspection and 

certification services to both local and international customers. We 

have gained international recognition for the credibility of our services 

and the impartiality of processes

Our expertise in corporate sustainability reporting assurance is fuelled 

by our team of highly-trained personnel competent across all key 

industries that are ready to assist you in meeting the applicable 

standards and help enhance your sustainability credentials in the 

market. We remain committed to offer services that meet the best 

interests of our clients.  

Corporate Sustainability Report Assurance Process

Why It Matters

Determine strengths and weaknesses in your internal reporting management systems. 

Improve the reputation of your company and build brand image as a responsible corporate citizen. 

Strengthen your company’s vision and strategy on sustainability. 

Assure stakeholders that best reporting standards are maintained, enhancing the credibility of your 

report. 

Provide independent assurance that your reporting methods comply with reputable national 

guidelines and international standards. 

Encourage more effective engagement with internal and external stakeholders. 

SIRIM QAS – Your Partner in the Sustainability Journey
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Follow us on social media:

@SIRIM QAS INTERNATIONAL

For more information, contact us at:
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SIRIM QAS International is a member of:

SAMM 085
SAMM 087
SAMM 377
SAMM 735

SAMM 086
SAMM 240
SAMM 734

QMS
EMS
PC
OSH
HACCP
FSMS
GMP

CB 0001
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CB 0001
CB 0001
CB 0003
CB 0001
CB 0004

FMC
ISMS
EnMS
MDQMS
MSPO
ABMS

CB 0002
CB 0001
CB 0001
CB 0004
CB 0005
CB 0001

ACB PC 0001
PS CB 0003
MIBAS 003

ISO/IEC 17065
ISO/IEC 17024
MS ISO/IEC 17020


